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spring summer 2016

discover real comfort

Welcome to Sandpiper for 2016
If you are a loyal Sandpiper follower, you will immediately see
some of the exciting changes we have made to our look for
this year. If you’ve never experienced the bliss of owning and
wearing Sandpiper before, then we extend a warm welcome to
discover real comfort .
At Sandpiper, we know how much you strive to find stylish
footwear, and how much your feet need the ultimate in comfort.
Our range for Spring/Summer 2016 has the perfect blend of
style and comfort.
We’ve got hundreds of years of experience behind us in the
business, and generation after generation of the Railton family
have always kept one simple mission in front of them, which has
resulted in Sandpiper being the company it is today:

Happy Customers with Comfortable Feet
However difficult you find it to obtain smart, comfortable shoes,
we know there’s something in our range for you this season.
The whole team at Sandpiper look forward to being of service
to you.
Michael Railton
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A history
to be proud of
We are a long established family
business, with knowledge and
experience handed down from
generation to generation over
hundreds of years.
Being firmly committed to the
interests of suppliers, employees
and customers has given the
business great strength in service.
With renowned attention to detail
and an outstanding personal service
and a hand crafted product, this
puts the company at the forefront
of the market, giving an excellent
back up to the top quality footwear.
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Why you’ll
love Sandpiper
Clara Page 12-13

Welton Page 20-21

Neil Page 59

If you’ve never experienced the
comfort of wearing Sandpiper
shoes, it may be a little difficult
to understand why they are so
different to other ‘so called’ comfort
brands.
From the super soft leather uppers
and linings, the deep cushioned
padding, to the ultra flexible
construction and the huge amount
of adjustment, Sandpiper really are
the ultimate in comfort footwear
that has no comparison. That’s why
we call it ‘comfort beyond compare’.
On the following pages, you’ll see
just why our shoes are so different
to anything else, and how our
company gives a service level that
will keep you coming back for more!
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Feathergrip™ Hosiery
These high quality knee highs are manufactured with
extra material in the legs and feet to ensure a more
comfortable fitting for larger and swollen legs.
Our special Feathergrip™ design keeps your
hosiery in place without restricting circulation
or leaving unsightly marks.

Pure

Great Value!

• Great Value for Money
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fitting for larger or
swollen legs
• 100% Nylon
• Available in Mink, Black, Natural
4 PAIR PACK: £8.00
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Warm
• Thicker material for warmth
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fitting for larger or
swollen legs
• 95% Nylon, 5% Lycra®
• Available in Mink, Black, Natural
2 PAIR PACK: £9.00

Feathergrip™ knee highs are available in 3 colours:

Mink | Black | Natural

Light Support

Medium Support

• Light Support
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fitting for larger or
swollen legs
• 90% Nylon, 10% Lycra®
• Available in Mink, Black, Natural

• Medium Support
• Anti-Bacterial treatment
• Extra wide fitting for larger or
swollen legs
• 90% Nylon, 10% Lycra®
• Available in Mink, Black, Natural

2 PAIR PACK: £7.00

2 PAIR PACK: £8.00
HOSIERY
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Specialist Footwear
A carefully designed range of comfort footwear
for problem feet. Take a look through the following
pages of shoes, boots, slippers and sandals to
find a unique range of the most comfortable,
best fitting shoes available for your feet.
While shoes for swollen or sensitive feet need
that extra bit of room, it is equally
important that they should look
neat. We have gone to great lengths
to keep the appearance looking
smart, even for the widest,
most difficult feet.
2
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Take a look, try some
and tell us what you think.
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1 Super soft leather uppers
2 Soft leather linings
3 Snug fit heel
Close fit heel to keep the shoe
firmly on the foot, even on ultra
wide fitting styles.

4 Long straps for maximum

adjustment

No need for extension pieces, the
styles with touch fastening have
extra long straps – giving maximum
adjustment.

5 Padded ankle support
6 Extra wide openings
Easy to put on and off, even with
very swollen feet.

7 Removable, washable socks
Socks can be removed and washed
at 30°C to keep your shoes looking
and smelling fresh.

8 3in1 fitting system
Some styles have 2 removable socks.
•
•
•

Use both socks for maximum cushioning.
Remove the middle sock for extra room.
Remove both socks to use your own
orthotics or for even more room.

9 Deep toe box, soft toe puff
Lots of room around the toes, with
no hard seams or ridges.

Ultra flexible construction
The shoes move with your foot from
the first time you put them on.

Virtually seam free inside
Structured support from heel- arch,
to give stability when walking and
only allowing the shoe to flex where
the foot flexes naturally.

Padded tongue
Added protection and cushioning
to help sensitive or swollen feet

Underfoot support
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Spacious Sandals

Gorgeous styles with
superb
ventilation,
will keep your feet
fresh all day long. Our
extra wide sandals
are easily adjustable
and with a variety of
styles, there’s bound
to be one to suit every
outfit.

Cheryl
A classic sandal design with extra
adjustment, good heel support and
superbly soft leather. Each foot can
be adjusted individually, ideal if one
foot is more swollen than the other.
Great for really difficult feet.
• Extra long twin touch fastening
•
•
•
•

£78.00 inc VAT

£65.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

strap for maximum adjustment
Padded ankle support
Ultra wide 6E fitting
Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
Sizes: 35-43

Stone/Beige

Black/Patent

White/Blue
Mist

Navy

Stone

Bronze/
Pewter

SANDALS
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A style that is looking to be very popular this season
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Clara
A back-in sandal with triple adjustable straps
and structured support to obtain a perfect
fit. The long straps accommodate even very
difficult feet, yet give good support where it
is needed. This elegantly detailed sandal is a
winner for all.
• Triple strap touch fastening
• Removable, washable insole
• Underfoot Support
• Ultra wide 6E fitting
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 35-43

Navy

Stone

Pewter

Red

£78.00 inc VAT

£65.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

SANDALS
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Cleo
The long adjustment on the touch
fastening straps give sthis sandal the
practicality and versatility needed
for the most difficult feet.
• Ankle strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for maximum
•
•
•
•
•
•

adjustment
Removable, washable insole
Soft leather upper
Padded heel strap
Ultra wide 6E fitting
Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
Sizes: 36-43

Beige

Pewter

Rose Mist

£78.00 inc VAT

£65.00 VAT exempt
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Navy

Cilla
The support of the back-in heel,
allows firm adjustment of the straps
both over the foot, and around the
ankle, giving a great fitting sandal,
that is stylishly designed and in some
beautiful colours for this season.
• Ankle Strap touch fastening
• Extra long straps for maximum
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£78.00 inc VAT

£65.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

adjustment
Removable, washable insole
Underfoot support
Back-in heel
Padded ankle support
Ultra wide 6E fitting
Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
Sizes: 36-43

Rose Mist

Blue Mist

See page 67 for size chart

Navy

Stone

SANDALS
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Extra Wide Casual Shoes

With our adjustable
fitting systems ensuring
a perfect fit in styles to
suit all year round, our
extra wide casual shoes
will have you forgetting
about uncomfortable,
unsightly feet. If you
need extra width and
depth this season,
these are the styles for
you.

Welney
The neat cut-out features and the
diagonal touch fastening strap give
this style a distinctive look, yet it is a
very practical, superbly soft, flexible
and adjustable shoe.
• Single bar touch fastening
• Low cut for very high or swollen

insteps

• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Two removable insoles giving 3

fitting options on each foot
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

£87.00 inc VAT

Pewter

Cream

Navy

£72.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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Our most popular style in our ultra wide fitting range
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Extra wide openings for easy foot entry
Extra long strap for maximum adjustment

FEATURES
• Single strap touch fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Underfoot support
• Ultra flexible construction
• Seam free forepart
• Deep toe box
• Padded ankle support
• Padded tongue

Wardale
This simple design keeps the foot
looking neat and the extra wide
opening makes it easy to put on,
even with very swollen feet. The
super soft leathers and the virtually
seam free lining means you can
put them on and forget about
uncomfortable, unsightly feet.

• Non-slip sole
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system

Stone/Beige

Beige

Blue/Mist

Chestnut

Bronze/Pewter

Black

• Two removable insoles

giving 3 fitting options on
each foot
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

£84.00 inc VAT

£70.00 VAT exempt

Black Patent

CASUAL SHOES
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Welton
With a low cut front, this style is great if your feet
swell over the instep. The edges are all padded
so they don’t cut into the foot and the extra long
strap will fit even extra swollen feet.
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap for maximum adjustment
• Low cut front for very high or swollen insteps
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42
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Pewter

Stone

Black

Black Patent

Red

A neat, smart style designed to look smart and feel comfortable

£84.00 inc VAT

£70.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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FEATURES
• Single strap touch fastening
• Padded ankle support
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system

Wingate
The extra long touch fastening
strap and ankle padding makes this
style great for all day comfort and
support for difficult feet.

• Two removable insoles

giving 3 fitting options on
each foot
• Heel height: 1½” • 3.5cm
• Sizes: 36-42

£87.00 inc VAT
£72.50 VAT exempt
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Red

Black

Foxton
The enclosed toe area with the extra
wide and deep toe box protects the
front of your foot, and the 3 in1 fitting
system gives you all the adjustment
you need for the perfect fit.
• Suitable for diabetics
• 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Two removable insoles giving 3

fitting options on each foot
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

Pewter

Navy

Beige

Black/Patent

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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A touch fastening strap and 3in1 fitting system for a perfect fit
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FEATURES
• Single bar touch fastening
• Extra long strap for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

maximum adjustment
Low cut front for very high
or swollen insteps
Super soft leather upper
Underfoot support
Padded ankle support
Non-slip sole
Suitable for diabetics
4E – 6E fitting
3in1 fitting system
Two removable insoles
giving 3 fitting options on
each foot
Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
Sizes: 36-42

Filton
The punching and stitch detail gives
the latest look to a really practical
style for wide or difficult feet. Touch
fastening, gives a huge amount of
adjustment, and the removable
insoles ensure a perfect fit. If you
need extra width and depth, then
take a look at this style for this
season.

Stone/Beige

Red

Black

Black/Patent

Black/
Burgundy

Bronze/
Pewter

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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Farden
The super soft leathers, padded collar
and cushioned footbed make this
style a winner for very wide, swollen
or sensitive feet. The touch fastening
strap and 3in1 fitting system provides
a perfect fit.
• Deep and wide toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

Black

Beige

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
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Pewter

Foscot
This styles gives great support
to the foot, and the extra long
straps give excellent adjustment.
A smart, practical and supportive
style for difficult feet.
• Extra wide opening and extra long
•
•
•
•
•

straps for maximum adjustment
Suitable for diabetics
Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
3in1 fitting system
Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
Sizes: 36-42

Black

Brown/Coffee

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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Ferring
You can enjoy the protection of a
covered toe, and yet appreciate the
open back, and strappy design for
the warmer weather. Style that will
turn heads, with comfort that will
make them hard to take off!
• Extra wide opening
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

Stone/Beige

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
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Fareham
The complimentary stitched pattern
sets this shoe as one that will get
attention, both for comfort and
looks. The ease of putting on and off
is thanks to the wide elastic centre
gusset, which also adds to the style.
• Single elastic centre gusset
• Deep and wide toe box
• Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42

Black/Patent

Red/Burgundy

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

CASUAL SHOES
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FEATURES
• 2 loop lace fastening
• Super soft leather upper
• Extra wide opening
• Non-slip sole

Easham
The wide opening is great for anyone
needing extra width, whilst the
softness is perfect for sensitive feet
that need the secure fit of a lace up.

• 2E – 4E fitting
• 3in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1¼” • 3cm
• Sizes: 36-42
Red

£81.00 inc VAT

£67.50 VAT exempt
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Black

FEATURES
• Extra long touch fastening
•
•
•
•
•
•

strap
Low cut front for very high
or swollen insteps
Stretchy elastane forepart
Ultra wide 4E – 6E fitting
3in1 fitting system
Heel height: 1½” • 3.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Walmer
The padded topline, and long
adjustable strap are just two of the
features that make this style so
superbly accommodating.

Flexible fabric - moulds to
Flexible
the
shape of fabric
your foot

Black

that moulds
to the shape
of your foot

£75.00 inc VAT

£62.50 VAT exempt

CASUAL SHOES
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Lightweight Shoes

Great,
lightweight
styles
for
indoors
and out, the cotton
upper and lining will
keep your feet cool
during the summer
months and the closed
heel with underfoot
support makes them
great house shoes
throughout the winter.

Deana
New for this season, a supportive
back-in design, in a lightweight
cotton upper, and plenty of
adjustment. Be the envy of your
friends, at the same time as caring
for your feet.
• Extra long straps
• Washable, 100% cotton upper
• Underfoot support
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Extra wide 6E fitting
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

Denim

Beige

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOES
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Dora
The cotton upper and lining keeps
the foot cool during the summer
and the closed heel and underfoot
support makes it a good house
shoe throughout the winter!
• Washable, 100% cotton upper
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Extra wide 6E fitting
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Beige

Denim

Lime

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt
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See page 67 for size chart

FEATURES
• Touch fastening T-bar strap
• 100% cotton upper
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics

Tracy
A smart looking, lightweight shoe
with cool cotton uppers and full
underfoot support. A great style,
summer or winter, indoors or out.

• Ultra wide 4E-6E fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Denim

Beige

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOES
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Mary
A low cut front smart house-shoe:
perfect for reducing pressure on
swollen insteps. The touch fastening
strap, padded collar, washable upper
and durable outdoor sole ensure the
ultimate in comfort and fit.
• Extra long touch fastening strap
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide 4E-6E fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Black

Navy

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt
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See page 67 for size chart

FEATURES
• Twin touch fastening strap
•
•
•
•
•
•

for maximum adjustment
Extra wide opening
Sanitised protection
Suitable for diabetics
Ultra wide 4E-6E fitting
Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Mandy
A smart looking house shoe for
excellent support and adjustment,
but with the softness of a slipper.

Black

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOES
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Susie
The stretchable elastane material
will ‘mould’ to the shape of the foot,
even when your feet change shape
during the day.
• Seam free, stretchable toe area
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Wine Print

Black

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt
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See page 67 for size chart

Sue
You asked for a style that was
lightweight, but dressy to wear with
smarter outfits, and this is what we
have come up with. We are sure you
will agree, this is a unique look, with
a real practical design. The opening
extends right towards the front of
the foot, and the strap covers the
instep nicely.
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt

Black Metallic

Beige Metallic

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOES
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Sumptuous Slippers

Snuggly slippers for
feminine feet. Soft
sublime comfort to
keep you at your best
all day long. Velvety
velours and winter
warmth you simply
can’t do without.

£33.00 inc VAT
£27.50 VAT exempt

Sophie
This style is specially constructed to
give a seam free toe area. Ideal for
sensitive feet, or to accommodate
bunions or hammer toes.
• Extra long touch fastening strap
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for maximum adjustment
Extra wide openings
Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
Sanitised protection
Ultra wide fitting
2in1 fitting system
with removable insole
Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Wine Floral

See page 67 for size chart

Wine

Blue Floral

Navy

SLIPPERS
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This style simply can’t go unnoticed
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See page 67 for size chart

Selina
This cute style really will get comments from your
friends and family; it can’t go unnoticed. The snug
collar hugs your foot and the touch fastening strap
allows precise adjustment for the perfect fit.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Soft, washable upper
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Cherry Sparkle

Black Sparkle

Navy Sparkle

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt

SLIPPERS
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FEATURES
• Extra long touch fastening
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strap for maximum adjustment
Extra wide opening
Deep toe box
Sanitised protection
Ultra wide fitting
2in1 fitting system
Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Val
The best looking bootee slipper for
swollen feet that opens right out to
fit even very swollen feet and ankles,
so comfy, you can wear them all day.

Wine

Natural

Navy

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt
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See page 67 for size chart

Vera
A bright, great looking style that
you won’t have to sacrifice comfort
to look great. The wide opening
and the supportive touch fastening
strap make this a really practical
slipper, even for the widest of feet.
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9

Charcoal Polka Multi

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt

SLIPPERS
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This wrap around slipper literally opens out flat!
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See page 67 for size chart

FEATURES
• Touch fastening flap at the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

front and back
Opens out flat
Soft, washable trilobal
upper
Cushioned, non-slip outdoor
sole
Velour lining
Underfoot support
Flexible construction
Deep seem free toe box
Sanitised protection
Ultra wide fitting
2in1 fitting system
with removable insole
Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Wendy
A truly versatile slipper for the most
difficult or swollen feet. This style is
designed to open out completely
flat and can be ‘rolled’ up around
the foot to give a snug, secure feel.

Wine Floral

Wine

Navy

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt

SLIPPERS
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Doreen
The style keeps the foot cool during
the summer, while the closed
heel makes it a good house shoe
throughout the winter!
• Extra long twin touch fastening
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£33.00 inc VAT

£27.50 VAT exempt
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straps for maximum adjustment
Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
Soft, washable upper
Underfoot support
Flexible construction
Sanitised protection
Suitable for diabetics
Ultra wide 6E fitting
Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
Sizes: 3-9

Wine

Navy

See page 67 for size chart

FEATURES
• Single strap touch fastening
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fitting

Sarah
This excellent style has unbelievable
adjustment over the instep, and
gives great support for even the
widest or most swollen of feet.

• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 3-9
Black

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt

SLIPPERS
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Classics for Gents

Masculine styles with
clever designs that
will keep your feet
looking smart for a
formal look, while
feeling
at
home
with casual attire for
comfortable all day,
everyday wear.

£87.00 inc VAT
£72.50 VAT exempt

Tim
You really need to try on this style
to understand just how versatile the
design is. The apron opens right up
to allow easy foot entry, and the open
design keep feet cool during warmer
months, and looking smart all day.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Padded ankle support and tongue
• Seam free forepart
• Ultra deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Sizes: 39-47

Brown

See page 67 for size chart

MENS SHOES
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The ultimate combination of practicality and style.
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FEATURES
• Single strap touch fastening
• Padded ankle support
• Padded tongue
• Seam free forepart
• Ultra deep toe box

Tony
An easy to fasten, easy to wear
style with a touch fastening strap.
The clever styling on the front of
the shoe keeps even the widest feet
looking neat.

• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Sizes: 6-12 (13+14 in Black)

Brown

Black

£87.00 inc VAT
£72.50 VAT exempt

See page 67 for size chart

MENS SHOES
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Todd
No fuss, just pure comfort. The easy
fastening straps and the padded ankle
collar will hold your foot firmly in place,
while you enjoy the summer breeze!
• Single strap touch fastening
• Padded ankle support and tongue
• Seam free forepart
• Ultra deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 39-47

Brown

£93.00 inc VAT

£77.50 VAT exempt
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Black

Terry
Super soft leathers provide ultimate
comfort, while the wide shape and
deep toe box gives plenty of room.
Simply put them on and forget you’re
wearing them.
• Super soft leather upper
• Padded ankle support
• Seam free forepart
• Deep toe box
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 6-12

Black

£87.00 inc VAT
£72.50 VAT exempt

See page 67 for size chart

MENS SHOES
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Phil
Soft leather uppers, and durable
sole, the practical design makes it an
everyday favourite. Don’t overlook
the padded collar and the cushioned
footbed, they will become valued
features that help make these shoes
your best friend in no time.
• 4 eyelet lace
• Padded ankle support and tongue
• Seam free forepart
• Ultra deep toe box
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Sizes: 39-47

£93.00 inc VAT

£77.50 VAT exempt
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Black

Brown

Paul
A
lightweight,
practical
laceup that works equally well as a
smart formal shoe, or an everyday
casual. The ultra deep toe box
and seam free toe area gives comfort
for all day, every day wear.
• 4 eyelet lace
• Padded ankle support and tongue
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 6-14

Black

£87.00 inc VAT

£72.50 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

MENS SHOES
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Nick
Smart, soft and durable, this open
sandal has a soft padding on the
heel strap to ensure the ankle is
softly supported, and the twin
touch fastening straps allow precise
adjustment for the perfect fit.
• Padded protection for sensitive feet
• Lightweight design
• Soft leather upper
• Durable, flexible sole
• Ultra wide fitting
• Sizes: 39-47

Brown

£84.00 inc VAT

£70.00 VAT exempt
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Neil
A great tough sandal, with a
lightweight and soft construction
that gives you a sporty look, with a
great fit for extra wide, active feet.
• Extra long triple touch fastening
•
•
•
•
•
•

straps for maximum adjustment
Padded protection for sensitive feet
Soft leather upper
Cushioned footbed
Durable, flexible sole
Ultra wide fitting
Sizes: 6-11

Brown

£78.00 inc VAT

£65.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

MENS SANDALS
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Soft Support

Practical, yet stylish
slippers for masculine
feet, offering all day
long comfort that
you simply can’t live
without.

Steve
With it’s seam free, extra deep toe box,
this style will accommodate swollen
feet, bunions or hammer toes and is
easily adjustable for a perfect fit.
• Single strap touch fastening
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 6-13

Navy Check

Brown Check

£36.00 inc VAT

£30.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart
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FEATURES
• Opens out flat
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics

Walter
When all else fails, this will fit! This style
is designed to open out completely
flat and can be ‘rolled’ up around the
foot to give a snug, secure fit.

• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Sizes: 6-13

£45.00 inc VAT

£37.50 VAT exempt
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Black

Brown

Wesley
Even when all else fails, this will fit!
This style is designed to open out
completely flat and can be ‘rolled’
up around the foot to give a snug,
secure fit even on the most difficult
or swollen feet.
• Opens out flat
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep toe box
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Sizes: 6-13

£48.00 inc VAT

£40.00 VAT exempt
See page 67 for size chart

Black

Brown
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Gary
A snug, cosy, supportive bootee that
opens right out and can be adjusted
to give a firm fit for each foot
individually using removable insoles.
• Extra wide opening
• Cushioned, non-slip outdoor sole
• Deep toe box
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 6-13

Brown Check

Navy Check

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt
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FEATURES
• Single strap touch fastening
• Cushioned, non-slip sole
• Deep, seam free toe box
• Ultra wide fitting

Sampson
A really practical style for difficult
to fit feet. It keeps the foot well
covered, offering support for even
the widest or most swollen of feet.

• 2in1 fitting system

with removable insole
• Heel height: 1” • 2.5cm
• Sizes: 6-13
Black

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt
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Silas

Flexible fabric - moulds to
the shape of your foot

This style will literally stretch to the
shape of your foot. Ideal for very
swollen or mis-shapen feet as it
moulds to your foot, even when
your feet may swell or change shape
during the day.
• Deep, seam free toe area
• Sanitised protection
• Suitable for diabetics
• Ultra wide fitting
• 2in1 fitting system
• Sizes: 6-13

Black

£39.00 inc VAT
£32.50 VAT exempt
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UK SIZES
CONTINENTAL SIZES

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

13

14

48 49
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